EX-COLLEGE SWEETHEARTS FIND THE FLAME STILL GLOWS IN
‘LOVE ON ICELAND,’
A NEW, ORIGINAL MOVIE PREMIERING JANUARY 18, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL

Kaitlin Doubleday, Colin Donnell and Patti Murin Star
in Romantic Tale Filmed on Location in Iceland

Part of the Network’s Annual “Winterfest” Programming Event

STUDIO CITY, CA – December 27, 2019 — Kaitlin Doubleday (“Nashville,” “Empire”) and Colin Donnell (“Arrow,” “Chicago Med”) star in “Love on Iceland,” a new, original movie premiering Saturday, January 18 (9 p.m. ET/PT), on Hallmark Channel as part of the network’s annual “Winterfest” programming event. Patti Murin (“Chicago Med,” Broadway’s Frozen) – Donnell’s real-life spouse – also stars. Shot on location in Iceland, the film showcases the unique and often otherworldly beauty of the fabled “land of fire and ice.”

Hardworking podcast producer Chloe (Doubleday) is hoping to recharge her batteries during a trip to Iceland with her college friends Isabella (Murin) and Kenneth (Preston Sadleir, “Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt”). To Chloe’s surprise, they are joined in Iceland by the other member of their college vacation crew: her ex-boyfriend, Charlie (Donnell), a peripatetic travel photographer. Though Chloe and Charlie try to give each other wide berth, they cannot avoid spending time together. As they share one remarkable experience after another, Chloe and Charlie begin to put a painful breakup behind them – and perhaps embark on a new beginning.

“Love on Iceland” is a Synthetic Cinema International & Hero Productions Iceland production. Executive producers are Andrew Gernhard, Dustin Rikert and Colin Theys. Producers are Arnar Knutsson, Búi Baldvinsson and Erica Hunter. Clare Niederpruem directed from a script by Joey Elkins and Blake Silver.
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